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Did you know that your baby's name isn't just 'NAME' or
‘Name Tag’?
Did you also know that every letter in your baby's name has a story to tell about
baby's life on this planet earth? In fact each alphabet acts as building block in
creating baby's entire life--month after month and year after year.
Have you ever wondered that most kitchens have same ingredients; yet when
used in different proportions and in different sequences you could make biryani,
rasam-rice, idly sambhar, aaloo parantha or just raggi mudde?
Naming a child is just like that. When the choice of alphabets and their sequence
is right; tea seller's child can grow up as Prime Minister. When the name is
incorrect; the Prime Minister's son continues to struggle!

Why give any name to your baby, when you could gift a name that
would assure Super Success?
It may be interesting to know that there are only 26 such life-building blocks (read
26 alphabets). However the permutations and combinations of these life-building
blocks are innumerous. And most importantly, the name number must be
harmonious with the Life Path number derived from DOB details. The four core
numbers that must be in harmony with each other to ensure successful , peaceful
and happy life are Life Path, Expression, Heart’s Desire and Maturity number.
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Apart from this a wise numerologist will also look at the Pinnacle, Challenge and
Point of Intensification, and Planes of Expression number to ensure that the child
will grow up as desired. Can you imagine, if each child could grow up as a
successful, well-to-do, and good human being the life will become wonderful. The
peace that world is looking for will just become a reality.

Valmikki Method—a discovery that could create Super Success for everyone!
When people say, “Karma is the only way to achieve success” they are RIGHT—
but partially. Don’t we see thousands of people engaged in doing Karma that
they don’t enjoy? Many people are working hard in jobs that they hate; but
continue working as it pays them well or for the reasons best known to them.
These guys can never be happy in their lives. And as a result, they can never
experience Success or Super Success.
For achieving Super Success, you must be engaged in the activities that YOU enjoy
and forget the sense of time when performing that activity. And most
importantly; your work must cause a difference in other people’s lives. At least
the people must find it entertaining.
For Super Success you must learn to include people in your life, community,
country and world at large in your daily agenda. You must have a vision first. For
that you must have clarity of purpose. You must be disciplined, consistent and
persistent in your efforts. Did you know that we can attract all these qualities by
careful selection of alphabets in your name?
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Valmikki MethodTM Numerology
The Valmikki MethodTM has been developed through careful study of over 1500
Super Successful people across the globe including billionaires, politicians, cine
superstars, sports personalities, scientists, singers and dancers, etc.
Interestingly you too can learn this Valmikki MethodTM Numerology, which is an
extension to Pythagorean Numerology that includes the worldly wisdom; when
you participate in the 2-days ultra-intensive Numerology Workshops run by Shri.
Govind Valmikki Shandilya himself. He has a dream. He intends to share his
wisdom with minimum one lakh people who wish to learn this technique and in
turn use it in their consulting process. He strongly feels that everyone deserves to
be Super Successful.
For more details do visit www.mybirthsecrets.com | You could WhatsApp your
enquiries on +91.9900063216 | Seeing is believing. Come over. Take a
consultation for self. You will be amazed to see the depth of knowledge and what
is possible for you through Numerology Consultation.
----------------------The act of Naming a baby must be a conscious, well researched process with
100% clarity in mind that every alphabet in that name will either create a MAGIC,
FORTUNE and SUPER SUCCESS for my baby or if careless--the misfortune!
Your child’s name could destine him to LEADERSHIP; to play the role of "Peacemaker"; to be the "optimist"; to play the role of “manager/ organizer"; to
promote' 'Freedom" and "Progress;" to comfort the suffering, weak, and
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unhappy; to be the "educators" of the world; giving him the right to position,
authority, money, and recognition in the world; or to stand for all that is fine,
philanthropic, charitable, and beautiful and much more.
It tells the child how he will succeed in his life. What could be his lifelong goal that
when pursued meticulously he would experience 100% satisfaction, peace, joy
and happiness?
Read the complete article:
http://www.mybirthsecrets.com/Babyname_Numerology.html
Download a sample report:
http://www.mybirthsecrets.com/sample-report-for-baby-name.pdf

Govind Valmikki Shandilya
PS: Please do go through the disclaimer page on my website. (The link is mentioned on every
page) When you come for consultation for self, in future, you are entitled for a straight 50%
saving on the prevailing rate.
I would also appreciate you referring my services to 10 of your best friends, colleagues, and/or
people who really matter to you. Also a written testimonial on my Linkedin page and FB page
will be really appreciated and useful for thousands of other people who are sitting on fence—
contemplating as to consult or not.
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The other consulting services offered include:
1. New born baby name consulting
2. Spouse compatibility Report (Short Report, Long Report, Detailed report with remedies)
3. Business Name Numerology Consulting
4. Business Partner Compatibility Consulting
I also teach Numerology and Feng Shui for Abundance to general public through intensive 2-3
days workshops. The different programs offered under this category include:
1. Become Professional Numerologist
2. Understanding gemstones
3. Health, Wealth & Numerology
4. Special program for Teenage children
5. Master Numerologist Certification
6. Feng Shui made simple for causing Abundance

Govind Valmikki Shandilya
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